In conventional magneto-optical (MO) recording which triggered with nanoseconds pulsed laser irradiation, the time scale of heat-up and cool-down process depends on thermal diffusion property in multilayered recording media. The speed limits of heating and cooling process are important issue for fast heat assisted magnetic recording. Femtosecond pulsed laser light allow excitation of magnetic systems much shorter than the time scale of thermal diffusion. In this study, we investigated the film structure dependence of ultrashort laser-induced demagnetization of 20 nm thick GdFeCo alloy films, under the variety of with / without intermediate dielectric layer and heat sink layer. After the laser excitation, we found two time region from magnetic behavior: rapid step-like reducing process of magnetization and following recovering process with precessional motion. The time scale of first rapid step-like demagnetization processes is conformed as within picoseconds range for all the cases.
Introduction
The speed limits of heating and cooling process of recording media are important issue for fast heat assisted magnetic recording. Generally, heat-up and cool-down time scale of recording media heated by nanoseconds time scale pulsed laser irradiation depends on the property of thermal diffusion in recording media consist from multilayered structure 1)-2) . By contrast, ultrashort femtosecond pulsed laser light allow excitation of magnetic systems much shorter than the time scale of thermal diffusion. In this time scale, heating and demagnetization phenomena cannot be explained by conventional thermo dynamics description. Recent experimental studies have revealed it can be caused very fastly during subpicosecond range in ferromagnetic metals such as Ni, Fe, and Co 3) -5) . Meanwhile, we demonstrated ultrafast heat assisted precessional switching can be triggered with ultrashort laser pulse excitation in ferrimagnetic GdFeCo alloy film 6) . We used ultrafast heating by ultrashort laser irradiation across magnetic compensation temperature TM (net magnetization Mnet = 0) up to near angular momentum compensation temperature TA (net angular momentum Anet = 0) of ferrimagnet. The magnetic system highly accelerated by divergent tendency of Gilbert damping factor and precession frequency near TA 7) . In this study, we investigated the film structure dependence of ultrashort laser-induced demagnetization of GdFeCo alloy films, under the variety of with / without intermediate dielectric layer and heat sink layer, which measured by all-optical pump-probe method using femtosecond pulsed laser, then compared the ultrafast magnetic responses after intense laser excitation.
Film structure design of GdFeCo alloy films
We designed multilayered structures which have same thickness of GdFeCo magnetic layer with different properties of thermal diffusion as film. All the films are prepared by DC and RF magnetron sputtering method. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of prepared film structures: (Sample I) SiN (60 nm) / Gd22Fe68.2Co9.8 (20 nm) / SiN (5 nm) / Al90Ti10 (10 nm) / glass sub., (Sample II) SiN (60 nm) / Gd22Fe68.2Co9.8 (20 nm) / Al90Ti10 (10 Fig. 1 Schematic 
Time-resolved measurements set-up
The ultrafast magnetic response of RE-TM GdFeCo alloy films are measured by all-optical pump-probe method excited by high-intense (0.7 mJ / cm 2 ) 800 nm wavelength light and probed by low-intense (46 J / cm 2 ) 400 nm wavelength light. with precessional motion during slower cool-down process (~ns range). Figure 5 shows the film structure dependence of ultrafast magnetic response of 20 nm thick GdFeCo alloy films triggered with ultrashort laser pulse irradiation measured by all-optical pump-probe method.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Simultaneously, change of normalized reflectivity R / R was measured for monitoring the time evolution of electron temperature Tel 14) . After the laser excitation ( t = 0), we found two time region from change of magneto-optical Kerr rotation k: rapid step-like reduction and following recovering process with precessional motion. The time scale of first rapid step-like reduction process until metastable state was within 1 ps in each cases, which is hundreds fs delayed with respect to the increase of Tel. From time evolution of R / R, Tel reach to maxima at ~0.5 ps ( t = t1 in Figure 5 ) and equilibrate with lattice temperature Tl 13) at ~1.1 ps ( t = t2 in Figure 5 ). Thus the time scale of the step-like demagnetization of MTM and slightly slower MRE 15) are both shorter than above electron-lattice equilibration time scale ( t ~t2). The metastable demagnetization level (Ldemag) after laser excitation was estimated by time-resolved MOKE signals and MOKE hysteresis loops (inset of Figure 5 ) as about Sample I: -35 %, Sample II: -28%, and Sample III: -39 % from initial level in same pump laser fluence, respectively. Ldemag has a little dependency on film structure, nevertheless time constants of these rapid step-like demagnetizations estimated by twoexponential curves fitting are mostly conformed about 100 fs in all the cases as shown in normalized MOKE signal of Figure 6 . Optical absorptivity of each samples measured at 800 nm wavelength light in same configuration of Figure Sample II. Thus, the difference of Ldemags can be caused from equilibration of Tel in total metallic layer during t < t2, and the time constant of step-like demagnetization rate is governed by thermal diffusion property of electron temperature which is much faster than electron-lattice diffusion. After the time region t > t2, the contribution of structure dependent inter layer thermal diffusion of Tl can be increased. Following t2 < t < hundreds ps regime, MOKE signals recover to the initial state due to cool-down process caused by film structure dependent thermal diffusion with precessional motion which can be described in the context of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert formalism. In Figure 5 (a), precession frequency f is about 9.9 GHz (a cycle of precessional motion is about 100 ps) and effective Gilbert damping factor eff is about 0.11, respectively. Temperature dependence of precessional motion arises from the temperature dependence of effective gyromagnetic ratio eff, eff, Mnet and Heff. We reported the large temperature dependency of eff and eff in ferrimagnetic GdFeCo 7) . The difference of precession frequency and damping properties in Figure 5 indicate the different time evolution of Tl in magnetic layer.
In addition, we effectively estimated the excitation time of observable collective spins mode via strongly non-equilibrium process from magnetic field dependency of transient MOKE signals such as shown in Figure 7 .
Here, precession frequency f is proportional to the product of eff and Heff. While the step-like reduction process has almost no field dependency, field dependent time evolution of MOKE signal was clearly appeared after t ~ 6 ps at least. Thus, after the laser excitation, we found two time region from magnetic behavior: rapid step-like reducing process of magnetization and following recovering process with precessional motion. The time scale of first rapid step-like demagnetization processes is conformed as within picoseconds range much shorter than characteristic time scale of ferromagnetic resonance for all the cases.
Conclusion
We investigated the film structure dependence of ultrashort (FWHM: 90 fs) laser-induced demagnetization of 20 nm thick GdFeCo alloy films, under the variety of with / without intermediate dielectric layer and heat sink layer. After the laser excitation, we found two time region from magnetic behavior: rapid step-like reducing process of magnetization and following recovering process with precessional motion. The time scale of first rapid step-like demagnetization processes is conformed as within picoseconds range independently with film structure, which is much shorter than characteristic time scale of ferromagnetic resonance for all the cases. Following hundreds ps regime, film structure dependent precessional motion of magnetization was appeared.
